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1.

Meeting Conduct

1.1 Karakia
The Chairperson will open the meeting with a karakia.
Whakataka te hau ki te uru,
Whakataka te hau ki te tonga.
Kia mākinakina ki uta,
Kia mātaratara ki tai.
E hī ake ana te atākura.
He tio, he huka, he hauhū.
Tihei Mauri Ora!

Cease oh winds of the west
and of the south
Let the bracing breezes flow,
over the land and the sea.
Let the red-tipped dawn come
with a sharpened edge, a touch of frost,
a promise of a glorious day

At the appropriate time, the following karakia will be read to close the meeting.
Unuhia, unuhia, unuhia ki te uru tapu nui
Kia wātea, kia māmā, te ngākau, te tinana,
te wairua
I te ara takatū
Koia rā e Rongo, whakairia ake ki runga
Kia wātea, kia wātea
Āe rā, kua wātea!

Draw on, draw on
Draw on the supreme sacredness
To clear, to free the heart, the body
and the spirit of mankind
Oh Rongo, above (symbol of peace)
Let this all be done in unity

1. 2 Apologies
The Chairperson invites notice from members of:
1.

Leave of absence for future meetings of the Wellington City Council; or

2.

Apologies, including apologies for lateness and early departure from the meeting,
where leave of absence has not previously been granted.

1. 3 Announcements by the Mayor
1. 4 Conflict of Interest Declarations
Members are reminded of the need to be vigilant to stand aside from decision making when
a conflict arises between their role as a member and any private or other external interest
they might have.

1. 5 Confirmation of Minutes

The minutes of the meeting held on 28 October 2020 will be put to the Council for
confirmation.

1. 6 Items not on the Agenda
The Chairperson will give notice of items not on the agenda as follows:
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Matters Requiring Urgent Attention as Determined by Resolution of the Wellington
City Council
The Chairperson shall state to the meeting.
1.

The reason why the item is not on the agenda; and

2.

The reason why discussion of the item cannot be delayed until a subsequent meeting.

The item may be allowed onto the agenda by resolution of the Wellington City Council.
Minor Matters relating to the General Business of the Wellington City Council
The Chairperson shall state to the meeting that the item will be discussed, but no resolution,
decision, or recommendation may be made in respect of the item except to refer it to a
subsequent meeting of the Wellington City Council for further discussion.

1. 7 Public Participation
A maximum of 60 minutes is set aside for public participation at the commencement of any
meeting of the Council or committee that is open to the public. Under Standing Order 31.2 a
written, oral or electronic application to address the meeting setting forth the subject, is
required to be lodged with the Chief Executive by 12.00 noon of the working day prior to the
meeting concerned, and subsequently approved by the Chairperson.
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2.

General Business

SHELLY BAY - KEY COMMERCIAL TERMS OF PROPOSED
DEVELOPMENT
Purpose
1.

This report asks the Council to consider the Key Commercial Terms (KCTs) of the
proposed sale and lease of Council-owned land at Shelly Bay. This follows the Council
resolution in 2017 to, in principle, sell 0.36ha and lease 0.58ha of Council-owned land.
This report also asks the Council to note the proposed engagement with key
stakeholders on Shelly Bay Road, if the KCTs are approved.

Summary
2.

In September 2017 the Council resolved (in principle) to sell and lease portions of
Council land at Shelly Bay, following preparation of a commercial agreement. The
Shelly Bay development on the western edge of Miramar Peninsula is a proposed
development being undertaken by a partnership between The Wellington Company
and Port Nicholson Block Settlement Trust (PNBST).

3.

The Council-owned land that was resolved to be sold and leased is approximately
10% of the land that makes up the proposed Shelly Bay development under the
resource consent (excluding the road).

4.

In line with Council resolutions in 2017 and the Chief Executive’s commitment in
2019, officers are now presenting the proposed Key Commercial Terms, and
approach to engagement on Shelly Bay Road for the Council to consider.

Recommendation/s
That the Council:
1.

Receive the information.

2.

Note that in September 2017, following a public consultation process the Council made
several resolutions, as per Attachment 1. The key resolutions included:
a)

agreement in principle to the sale and lease of Council land at Shelly Bay;

b)

instruction to officers to negotiate the terms of a development agreement;

c)

delegation of authority to the Chief Executive Officer and Deputy Mayor to finalise
and execute the relevant agreements;

d)

instruction to officers to investigate the potential for any future upgrade to Shelly
Bay Road.

3.

Note that in July 2019 the (then) Chief Executive Kevin Lavery announced that the
authority delegated to him by Council to finalise and execute the agreement would not
be exercised and officers would report back to the Council.

4.

Note that, in accordance with the Council resolutions and the commitment made by the
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(then) Chief Executive, officers have negotiated the proposed Key Commercial Terms
which (if approved) would form the basis of a development agreement.
5.

Approve the Key Commercial Terms as set out in Column A of Table 1 of this paper.

6.

Note that the land transfer payments from the sale and lease of Council land at Shelly
Bay are expected to repay borrowings in accordance with the Revenue and Financing
Policy.

If the Key Commercial Terms are approved in accordance with recommendation 5, that the
Council:
7.

Note that (as per resolution ‘xii’ of the September 2017 Council report) officers will
proceed to prepare a development agreement outlining the principal commercial and
legal terms of a sale and lease agreement.

8.

Delegate to the Chief Executive Officer the authority to finalise and execute the
relevant agreement(s) based on the Key Commercial Terms approved by the Council;

9.

Approve the following resolutions required to give effect to the Key Commercial Terms:
a)
Make the declarations set out in Attachment 2 – schedule of land decisions,
pursuant to the Public Works Act 1981.
b)
Alter the resolutions of 27 September 2017 as follows:
i. Amend the references to Shelly Bay Limited (‘v’, ‘vi’, and ‘xii’.) to Shelly Bay
Taikuru Limited, consistent with the KCTs.
ii. Amend reference to the Council’s Chief Executive Officer and the Deputy
Mayor (‘xiii’) to Council’s Chief Executive Officer, in accordance with
recommendation 8.
c)
Approve the remission of Development Contributions in respect of the
development.

10.

Note that, except as revoked or altered by resolutions at this meeting, the resolutions
set out in the September 2017 paper remain in force.

11.

Note the approach to engagement on Shelly Bay Road as set out in the Shelly Bay
Road section from paragraph 72 of this report.

If the Key Commercial Terms are not approved in accordance with recommendation 5 then
the Council:
12.

Note that the developer currently holds a resource consent relating to privately owned
land and land owned by Wellington City Council. If the proposed sale and lease of
Council land does not proceed the development parties may apply for a variation of the
resource consent which (if approved) could allow development to proceed without
Council owned land.

13.

Note that officers will be required to prepare a report to the Council detailing:
a)

Any resolutions (including those from September 2017) that need to be altered,
and/or revoked.

b)

The future commitments in respect of any proposed Council upgrades to Shelly
Bay Road.

c)

Proposals to deal with the repair, maintenance and/or future use of the existing
structures and consideration of any long-term plan funding required.
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Background
5.

The Shelly Bay development is a proposed $500 million development on the western
edge of Miramar peninsula being undertaken by a partnership between The Wellington
Company (TWC) and Port Nicholson Block Settlement Trust (PNBST).

What was agreed in 2017
6.

In September 2017, following consideration of the results of public consultation, the
Council agreed in principle to sell and lease portions of Council land at Shelly Bay. This
was passed 7:5 with two members not voting. Since September 2017, the Council has
not made any resolutions counter to that position or to revoke or alter the resolutions,
and as such the resolutions remain in force.

7.

The decision was made to sell and lease the land to Shelly Bay Limited as the entity
nominated by TWC and PNBST. The proposed development is based on the
developer’s integrated masterplan for Shelly Bay. The decision directs the following for
the 3.5 hectares of Council-owned land:

•

Retention of 2.6 hectares in Council ownership of publicly accessible land for
public space, waterfront promenade and road access.

•

The 125-year lease of approximately 0.58 hectares of land and two buildings,
Shed 8 and the Shipwrights Building, for commercial mixed use development
which will generally be publicly accessible. This lease was valued at
approximately $5.35 million at the time of the September 2017 decision.

•

The sale of approximately 0.36 hectares for housing. The value of this land was
in the order of $2.5 million at the time of the September 2017 decision.

8.

In September 2017 Council requested (resolution ‘x’) officers further investigate,
including key stakeholder engagement, the upgrade of Shelly Bay Road between
Miramar Avenue and Shelly Bay, comprising options that more closely aligns to New
Zealand Transport Agency guidance as a minimum and the Great Harbour Way plan
as an aspiration, which aims to deliver a safer and more inviting environment for
walkers, cyclist and other users. Any further works contemplated under resolution ‘x’
would be at Council cost.

9.

The proposed approach to engagement on the Shelly Bay Road is outlined in the
Shelly Bay Road section from paragraph 72 of this report.

10.

It was agreed that Council’s contribution to the estimated $20 million joint infrastructure
fund be capped at $10 million and that projected costs and revenue be included in the
Long-term Plan.

11.

The minutes for the September 2017 Council meeting and associated resolutions is
included as Attachment 1.

Rationale for agreement in 2017
12.

The paper taken to Council for decision in 2017 was focused on the following strategic
outcomes:

•

Support housing development in Wellington City, aligned to Council’s Housing
Strategy

•

Adaptive reuse of buildings (heritage retention)
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•

Mana whenua partnership – supporting PNBST to unlock value of their landholdings

•

Infrastructure renewal and upgrade and public amenity eg green spaces

•

Unlocking potential value of Council land.

2017 public consultation on sale and lease
13.

In 2017, a public consultation process was undertaken in relation to the proposed sale
and lease of Council land at Shelly Bay. The consultation ran from 17 July to 14 August
2017 inclusive.

14.

Council received 1103 public submissions on the proposed sale and lease of Council
land at Shelly Bay. Of those submitters 60 were heard orally at hearings.

15.

RMG (a consultancy group) provided an analysis of the submissions for Councillors to
consider. That report is located at https://wellington.govt.nz/-/media/yourcouncil/meetings/committees/city-strategy-committee/2017/09/27/agenda.pdf

16.

On 27 September 2017 the Council received the analysis of the public consultation and
resolved (amongst other matters) to agree to the sale and lease of Council land at
Shelly Bay.

Context since 2017 decision
17.

In 2018 an application for judicial review of the 2017 resource consent was brought by
Enterprise Miramar Peninsula Incorporated (EMPI). The High Court initially dismissed
the proceeding, but on appeal by EMPI the Court of Appeal quashed the decision to
grant the resource consent and referred the matter back for reconsideration by Council.
Three independent commissioners were appointed to a panel to consider the resource
consent on behalf of the Council.

18.

On 11 July 2019 then Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Kevin Lavery announced that the
authority delegated to him by the Council to finalise and execute the agreement would
not be exercised and officers would report back to the Council.

19.

In October 2019 the panel of independent commissioners granted the developer a
resource consent for the development. Regarding consent conditions, other than some
refinement to improve clarity in terms of what is required of the consent holder, these
were consistent with the conditions from the original resource consent.

20.

That resource consent is now the subject of a Judicial Review in the High Court. A
decision on this matter is not expected before early-mid 2021.

21.

Following the Commissioners’ decision, officers provided an update to Councillors in
workshops on 12 February 2020 and on 4 August 2020.

22.

Officers have been undertaking the work required by the Council resolutions and the
then CEO’s announcement to bring back the relevant information to the Council for a
decision in November 2020. This work includes negotiation of the Key Commercial
Terms (KCTs).

Development contributions
23.

Development contributions are a financial tool used by Council to fund infrastructure
required as a result of growth. Development contributions may be required in relation to
developments if the effect of the developments is to require new or additional assets of
increased capacity and as a consequence the Council incurs capital expenditure to
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provide appropriately for network infrastructure or reserves. The Council may also
require development contributions to pay, in full or in part, for capital expenditure
already incurred by the Council in anticipation of development.
24.

The Council’s Development Contribution Policy (DC policy) requires developers to fund
the cost of servicing growth from developments. Development agreements can be
entered into, at the Council’s discretion, as an alternative to applying the formula for
calculating development contributions in the DC policy, and are often suitable for largescale bespoke arrangements such as this.

25.

In accordance with the Council’s DC policy, Council officers have deemed that a
private agreement mechanism is appropriate for Shelly Bay.

Discussion
Scope of the decision
26.

The Council is being asked to approve the KCTs which have been negotiated by
Council officers, and note the proposed engagement on the road in accordance with
the 2017 Council resolutions.

Resource Consent
27.

The decision was made by independent commissioners in October 2019 to grant a
resource consent for the development. The conditions of the resource consent are set
out in Attachment 3.

28.

The October 2019 resource consent stands but is the subject of an application for
Judicial Review relating to the assessment of transportation effects and roading
infrastructure.

29.

If the KCTs are approved, any agreement would be conditional upon Council being
satisfied with the form and terms of the resource consent. In the event that the
resource consent is quashed or otherwise materially changed by a Court, the Council is
not bound to proceed under any agreement.

Key Commercial Terms
30.

The Council is now being asked to consider the KCTs which are the outcome of
negotiation between the development parties.

31.

The KCTs are the detailed terms which would give effect to the 2017 Council
resolutions to enter into an agreement in principle to sell and lease Council land at
Shelly Bay.

32.

Officers have negotiated the KCTs extensively and in good faith, and the KCTs reflect
the most developed position the parties have reached and on which basis the parties
would be willing to finalise the transaction.

33.

Council officers have sought to ensure that the KCTs reflect the most favourable
outcome in light of the intent of the original proposal and Council resolutions. This has
involved:

•

Confirmation that the strategic outcomes that formed the rationale for the 2017
decision are still valid in 2020 (detailed paragraph 51 and table 4).

•

An assessment of the financial implications of not approving the KCTs (detailed
para 45 – 49 and tables 2 and 3).
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•
34.

A review of the current challenges to determine what amendments to the original
Council resolutions may be required (detailed in paragraphs 52 to 62).

The KCTs are presented as a high-level overview of both the negotiated position under
the proposed KCTs (Column A) and the position if the terms were not acceptable
(Column B).

Table 1 – Key Commercial Terms
Key Commercial
Term area

Column A

Column B

Position under KCTs

Position if KCTs not
approved (high level
overview)

Sale of 0.36ha for $2.5m

Retain land - no sale and
Council does not realise the
land value.

Land and parties
Sale

- 50% payment on transfer of title
- 50% balance paid within four years from
execution of Development Agreement (DA).
The developer pays interest of 2.5% on the balance
of any deferred payments.
Ground lease

125-year lease of 0.58ha for $5.38m
- 50% payment on lease commencement
- 50% balance paid within four years from
execution of DA.

Retain land and buildings –
no lease granted and the
Council responsible for land
and building management.

The developer pays interest of 2.5% on the balance
of any deferred payments
Survey and disposal

The Council would be responsible for costs of
survey and transfer of the freehold and leasehold
land parcels.

No costs associated with
survey or dealing with land
parcels.

Land transfers

The developer will vest a portion of their land to the
Council (lot 900), which will become legal road. Lot
900 is identified in Attachment 4 – Scheme Plan.

The Council would likely
need to receive Lot 900 as
vested road in order to
meet the conditions of the
developer’s consent,
although compensation
would need to be
determined.

The Council will compensate the developer for this
land by offsetting the value (~$250,000) against the
sale price of the Council-owned land as per
valuation advice.
The Council will not be at risk to the developer in
terms of any adverse effects relating to sea level
rise in respect of the transfers.
Land transfer
payments

The Council will receive a combined $7.63m for the
freehold and leasehold parcels noted above, less
compensation for any land provided to the Council
by the developer (once all other conditions of the
transaction are satisfied).
The payments will be staged with 50% payable on
completion of the sale and lease, and the balance
paid within four years of execution of the
Development Agreement.
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Key Commercial
Term area

Column A

Column B

Position under KCTs

Position if KCTs not
approved (high level
overview)

Parties to the
agreement

The parties to the KCTs are:

Not applicable – private
parties will need to make
their own arrangements as
to development.

Infrastructure

-

Wellington City Council (as landowner)

-

Shelly Bay Taikuru Limited (as landowner,
lessee and developer)

-

The Wellington Company (as resource consent
holder and guarantor of the developer)

-

Shelly Bay Limited and supporting company
Taranaki Whānui Limited

-

PNBST (as development partner)

Public access to
wharves

Public access will be guaranteed via easements to
any wharf structures

No guarantee of public
access to any developerowned wharf structures.

Retention of
buildings

The developer responsible to repair and maintain
Shed 8 and Shipwrights building located on
leasehold land including strengthening to minimum
67% NBS and refurbishment. Council to receive
buildings at the end of the lease term.

Council will need to
determine the future
application and use of all its
buildings.

The developer to undertake feasibility assessment
of retaining other privately owned buildings with
heritage value, and any buildings that are relocated
to the leasehold land must be repaired and
maintained throughout the term of the lease.
Council to receive buildings at the end of the lease
term.
Infrastructure (three
waters, road and
signals, seawalls and
public realm)

The Council owns the seawalls and roading
infrastructure at Shelly Bay. It owns the three water
infrastructure jointly with the developer.
The developer is responsible for design and
delivery of infrastructure works including seawalls,
public realm and three waters. Upon completion all
infrastructure and public realm works under the
joint agreement will vest to the Council for
ownership and maintenance.
The Council is responsible for reserved works
being works on and relating to Shelly Bay Road. A
provision for reserved works has been provisioned
if Council wish to undertake any further works (at its
election) over and above the infrastructure works
required of the consent. This includes any works
which the Council may wish to undertake for the
future upgrade of Miramar Peninsula.
The Council and developer share 50% of the
verifiable costs of design and construction of the
infrastructure. The Council’s share of infrastructure

Item 2.1

Council responsible for an
estimated $7.9m - $11.65m
for strengthening costs if
the buildings are retained
and/or estimated $2.55m
for demolition costs.

The Council owns the
seawalls and remains
responsible for the costs of
remediating the seawalls
(estimated to cost
approximately $6.9m).
Various sections of the
seawall would need to be
remediated within an
estimated 3 years. It is
likely to be more cost
effective to complete all
seawall works at one time.
If development proceeds
without the Council, all
other infrastructure costs
will be the responsibility of
the developer.
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Key Commercial
Term area

Column A

Column B

Position under KCTs

Position if KCTs not
approved (high level
overview)

costs is capped at $10m.
Contracting and
procurement

The developer is responsible for the procurement of
infrastructure works, but the Council retains rights
of approval and oversight

The Council will not need to
procure any infrastructure
works.

Development
contributions

The Council will not collect development
contributions in line with Council’s policy as noted
in paragraph 23 to 25.

On the assumption that a
development proceeds the
Council could receive up to
$1.3m in DCs.

Contamination

The developer is responsible for completing at its
sole cost remediation of any contamination on the
freehold land.

Contamination remediation
not required unless land is
developed or triggered by
building or seawall repairs
by the Council.

The parties will treat the costs of remediating any
contamination on the leasehold land as part of the
public realm works covered by the joint
infrastructure arrangement (and Council’s
contribution will be subject to the $10m cap).
Reserved works
(roading)

The Council will have 12 months from the execution
of any agreement to complete the engagement
process and 12 months to design and make
significant progress toward delivering the road, to
implement resolution ‘x’ of the September 2017
Council resolutions.

The developer will be
required to carry out any
road works outlined in the
resource consent.

Should the Council not complete these processes
or works within the agreed timeframes, the
developer is allowed to complete the works
required under the resource consent in respect of
the road.
Conditions precedent and outstanding claims
Resource Consent

The developer must obtain a resource consent on
terms which are reasonably acceptable to the
Council in its landowner capacity.
In the event an application for judicial review of the
resource consent is successful, and the impact was
to materially alter the consent then the Council has
the ability to exit the agreement.

Conditions precedent
– conditions to be
met before
agreement is
effective

Any development agreement would also be
expressed to be conditional upon:
1. The developer must design and deliver not
less than $5m equivalent value of
infrastructure works before the Council will
be required to make any financial
contributions under the arrangement.
2. The developer must obtain all consents
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Key Commercial
Term area

Column A

Column B

Position under KCTs

Position if KCTs not
approved (high level
overview)

(GWRC and the Council) to the satisfaction
of the Council prior to the Council making
any financial contributions or completing
the sale and lease of land
3. The developer will prepare a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU) for the provision
of affordable housing within Wellington
City.
4. The developer will be responsible for
rehousing the little blue penguins that are
located on Council land at Shelly Bay.
Outstanding claims
and treatment of
transaction

The developer will provide an enduring indemnity to
the Council in relation to any losses or damages
arising from litigation relating to the acquisition of
land by the developer.

N/A

If a successful claim were to occur prior to any
substantive development being completed but after
the transactions were completed, then the Council
may at its election require the land to be returned at
the value at which it was sold.
If a successful claim were to occur after substantive
development has been completed then the Council
may at its election require the land to be returned at
the value in which it was sold plus the market value
of the improvements in place at the time.

Update on key 2017 resolutions
35.

The full list of resolutions made at the 27 September 2017 Council meeting are
included as Attachment 1, resolutions ‘viii’, and ‘xv’ requested officers encourage
specific design considerations through the development agreement negotiations.
These resolutions and how they have been addressed since 2017 are noted as follows.

Resolution viii – sustainability and sea level rise
36.

Resolution ‘viii’ requested officers reinforce and encourage stronger mitigation and
adaptation measures to respond to the effects of climate change, such as sea level
rise, through the development agreement negotiations and through the detailed design
and review process.

37.

The development, as proposed, will be an accredited Green Star Community. The
Green Star Communities Framework is a set of principles and aspirations to help guide
and support the development of sustainable communities.

38.

Development of resilient community through seismic design and all buildings will utilise
low impact materials and building systems including water harvesting, solar and rain
gardens.

39.

It is a condition of the resource consent that any new buildings constructed on an
allotment must have the following minimum floor levels:

Item 2.1
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40.

•

RL 3.05m (WCC New City Datum) for any new non-habitable building

•

RL 3.60m (WCC New City Datum) for any new habitable building.

The independent commissioners were satisfied that the design minimum floor levels
“provide an appropriate means of protecting the properties from inundation, with a
suitable allowance for possible future sea level rise”.

Resolution xv – Affordable housing
41.

Resolution ‘xv’ requested officers conduct negotiations with the Shelly Bay developers
for the provision of affordable housing units within the Wellington City Council
boundaries representing a significant percentage of the total number of residential units
proposed for Shelly Bay.

42.

Officers have negotiated that the developer will agree a MOU for the provision of
affordable housing. The MOU will be finalised as part of the conditions precedent for
the development agreement and the position of Council officers in discussion with the
developer is that this should include:
a.
The developer recognises that affordability varies significantly across different
household groupings and proposes that affordability will be defined using
Councils Wellington Housing Affordability Model (WHAM).
b.
5% of the units at Shelly Bay as affordable (18).
c.
A further 10% of the equivalent number of units at Shelly Bay (35) elsewhere in
the Wellington City area, again using WHAM to define affordability for specific
groups.

Implications for Council if KCTs are not approved
43.

If the KCTs are not approved there are structural and building liabilities that the Council
would be responsible for addressing. There are options available to Council in relation
to its assets and use of Council land at Shelly Bay. While these options could provide
some sources of revenue, they would be offset by the level of investment required for
outstanding deferred maintenance which presents a cost to Council.

44.

To understand this, Council officers have undertaken a counterfactual analysis on the
two most likely options. The analysis presents the costs and indicative revenues
associated with the scenarios to demonstrate the net financial impact if the Council
does not approve the KCTs.

Financial analysis
45.

46.

An assessment of the expected costs, and potential revenues has been undertaken to
calculate a net cost or revenue to Council (presented as a net present value) using the
following inputs:

•

Value/revenue inputs provided by independent registered valuers

•

Condition and costing data based on analysis provided by independent engineers
and quantity surveyors

•

costs and their timing modelled in line with KCTs and asset repair and
maintenance requirements.

The two most likely options if KCTs are not approved are summarised below:

•
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•

o

The seawalls will be repaired in the next five years.

o

All Council-owned buildings are demolished.

o

Council’s landholdings will otherwise be maintained at current service
levels (ie they will not be developed or sold by the Council).

Option 2 (“High Cost”): Maintain existing service levels and retain Shed 8 and
Shipwrights buildings. This approach assumes:
o

The seawalls will be repaired/upgraded in the next five years.

o

Shed 8 and the Shipwrights building will be repaired, strengthened,
refurbished.

o

The balance of Council’s landholdings will otherwise be maintained at
current service levels (ie they will not be developed or sold by the Council).

47.

Additional improvements on Shelly Bay Road, over and above those which are
required in the resource consent, have not been quantified in this analysis for either
option.

48.

Council officers have instructed consultants to prepare indicative costings associated
with Options 1 and 2. which are summarised in Table 2.

Table 2 – indicative cost summary
Indicative Costs

Estimate ($M)

Seawalls

$7.18

Demolition Costs
Demolition - Shed 8 and Shipwrights
Demolition - Other Buildings
Total Demolition Cost of Shelly Bay Buildings

$1.33
$1.22
$2.55

Building Upgrade Options
Strengthen and Stabilise Shed 8 and Shipwrights
(34% vs 67% NBS)
Strengthen and Refurbish Shed 8 and Shipwrights (34% vs
67% NBS)
Indicative Range of Costs:
Low - Demolish all Council owned buildings and repair
seawall
High - Strengthen & refurbish Shed 8 and Shipwrights,
demolish other buildings, repair seawalls

Item 2.1

$7.90 - $8.12
$11.34 - $11.65

$9.73

$20.05
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49.

The range of potential costs is $9.7m - $20.0m which will be offset in part by increased
asset values and/or revenue derived from upgraded assets. However the position
presented by the KCTs results in a better financial position for the Council. The net
position of the options is presented by Table 3 below.

Table 3 – Net cost to Council of options
Option

Included

Net cost to
Council
(present value)

Rates Impact
LTP Period

Base case KCTs approved

Three waters, public realm, seawalls
infrastructure as per cost sharing
agreement.

$1.6m

$0.05m p.a.

$7.4m

$0.52m p.a.

$9.2m

$0.16m p.a.

Minor upgrades of Shelly Bay Road
including resealing and building a
crushed lime path.
Total contribution from the Council is
capped at $10m.

Option 1 –
Maintain
existing
services levels
and demolish
all buildings

Option 2 –
Maintain
existing service
levels and
retain Shed 8
and Shipwright
buildings
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Any additional improvements to Shelly
Bay Road, as per 2017 Councillor
resolution ‘x’, will be an additional cost
to Council and subject to the outcome
of the engagement process and
subsequent Council decisions on the
road.
Under this option, the Council would:
• not partner with the developer
• demolish all buildings including
Shed 8 and Shipwrights buildings
• repair the seawall
• not develop a new public realm
(current service levels retained)
• not unlock the underlying value of
the Seaward and Landward blocks.
It is assumed that the Council
retain ownership and the land will
be used as publicly accessible
reserve.
Under this option, the Council would:
• not partner with the developer
• repair, strengthen, refurbish and
lease the Shed 8 and Shipwrights
buildings
• demolish all other structures
• repair the seawall
• not develop a new public realm
(current service levels retained)
• not unlock the underlying value of
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the landward block. It is assumed
that the Council retain ownership of
the land and it will be used as
publicly accessible reserve.
50.

The financial benefit of the proposal is that the proceeds from the sale and lease of the
land contribute a proportion of the costs that the Council would otherwise have to
outlay. In addition, the Council also benefits from a $10m cost cap, providing certainty
in relation to costs.

Strategic outcomes
51.

Through the counterfactual analysis, officers also reviewed the five strategic outcomes
that were expected to be achieved through a proposed development at the time that
the 2017 Council resolutions were made. Officers reviewed the position presented by
the KCTs against the position if KCTs are not approved, in relation to each of the five
strategic outcomes.

Table 4 – strategic outcomes
Strategic Outcomes

Expected Development
Outcomes

Position if KCTs are approved versus not
approved

Housing
Development

Proposed 350 houses based
on Shelly Bay being a Special
Housing Area. Development
would see supply of housing
enabled, in line with Council’s
housing strategy.

If recommendation to approve is supported:
The development would proceed in line with
the proposed consent and the developer
would be responsible for the delivery of the
350 units. In addition, The developer is
required to prepare a MOU with the Council
for the provision of affordable housing within
Wellington City.
If recommendation to approve is not
supported:
The developer would be required to apply for
an amendment of the consent if the Council
land is not included, delivery of a significant
number of Housing units may still be possible

Adaptive reuse of
buildings – retain
buildings of
historic
significance

Mana whenua
partnership –
supporting PNBST
Item 2.1

Shed 8 and the Shipwrights
buildings to be restored and
reused, where otherwise
these buildings would likely
need to be demolished with
accompanying costs to Council
and loss of historically
significant buildings.

If recommendation to approve is supported:
The developer will complete the
strengthening and remediation of the Shed 8
and Shipwrights building.

Delivery model via PNBST’s
development partner The
Wellington Company.

If recommendation to approve is supported:

If recommendation to approve is not
supported:
The Council would be responsible for
determining the future use of these buildings
which may include strengthening,
refurbishment and/or Demolition (subject to
heritage considerations)

Consistent with principles of the MOU
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Strategic Outcomes
to unlock value of
their land-holdings

Infrastructure
upgrades and new
public realm

Expected Development
Outcomes

Position if KCTs are approved versus not
approved

Fulfil commitment to mana
whenua partners through the
MOU.

If recommendation to approve is not
supported:

Delivery of infrastructure with
Council contribution capped at
$10m on deteriorating three
waters, roading and seawalls.

If recommendation to approve is supported:

There is currently no provision
to meet anticipated demand
for recreational use of the
Miramar Peninsula if the
development does not
proceed. This impact is further
considered in the following
financial implications section
below.
Land value
realisation

Full improved value of land
achieved.

Council would be required to consider the
impact of its decision on the MOU.

Delivery of full infrastructure to support the
development. Public access to any wharf areas
is retained.
If recommendation to approve is not
supported:
Council would need to reconsider what its
infrastructure and public realm requirements
would be based on the form of any proposed
development as required by the resource
consent.
If recommendation to approve is supported:
The Council receive $8m for land – which does
not reflect the impairment of the existing
structures.
If recommendation to approve is not
supported:
Taking into account the impairment of the
existing structures, the land presents limited
open market value compared to the
negotiated value presented by the KCTs.

Challenges
52.

Council officers and lawyers have completed analysis of the key risks associated with
Council’s involvement in any transaction or development and have sought to address
or mitigate these through negotiation of the KCTs.

Can the development proceed without Council land?
53.

The current conditions of the resource consent are based on an approved masterplan
which includes land owned by Wellington City Council. If the proposed sale and lease
of Council land does not proceed the development parties may apply for a variation of
the resource consent which (if approved) could allow development to proceed on the
privately owned land.

Legal challenges – claims against land transactions
54.

In July 2019 a claim was lodged by Mau Whenua, a separate group within PNBST, and
other Taranaki Whānui members against PNBST and the developer and its associated
companies, relating to sale transactions of the development land at Shelly Bay.
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55.

Legal proceedings brought by Mau Whenua against PNBST have yet to be heard, but
Council officers understand the next Court hearing is expected to occur in March 2021.

56.

In light of these potential challenges, Council officers have ensured that the KCTs
include provisions to protect the Council’s position in the event of future uncertainty
around such claims. The Council would have certain options available to it in the event
of an adverse claim being successful in relation to any litigation relating to the
acquisition of land by the developer and its related parties, including the claim by Mau
Whenua.

57.

If the Council-owned land has already been sold and leased to the developer, then
prior to any substantive development having occurred on the Council land the Council
may at its election require the developer to return the land at the same value paid by
the developer to the Council.

58.

If substantive development has already occurred but before practical completion of the
development set out in the resource consent, the Council may at its election require the
developer to return the land and its improvements to the Council at the then market
value

Legal challenges – judicial review
59.

An application has been made by Enterprise Miramar Peninsula Incorporated for
judicial review of the decision by independent commissioners to grant a resource
consent to the developer in October 2019. The judicial review application is focussed
on the assessment of transportation effects and roading infrastructure in respect of the
proposed development.

60.

A decision on this matter is not expected before early-mid 2021.

61.

In accordance with the KCTs, it is a condition of any transaction that the developer
holds a resource consent in a form and on terms reasonably acceptable to the Council.

62.

If any conditions of the arrangement are not satisfied, the parties are not required to
proceed with the transaction.

Next steps if Council approves KCTs
63.

If the decision is made to approve the KCTs, the next steps are:
•
3-6 months expected to finalise and execute a development agreement.

•

In parallel with finalisation and execution of the development agreement, the
Council has 12 months to engage with key stakeholders on any further upgrades
to Shelly Bay Road. Within a further 12 months, the Council must have made
reasonable progress towards undertaking the reserved works and set aside
appropriate funding.

Development Contributions
64.

65.

As part of the KCTs, the developer has requested the Council remit the development
contributions which would otherwise be payable as part of the development. These
amounts have been estimated by Council officers to be:

•

Citywide DCs ~$888k

•

Catchment specific DCs ~$415k

Under 2.6 of the Council’s DC policy the Council may grant a remission of development
contributions at its complete discretion. Any previous decisions of the Council will not
be regarded as creating a precedent or expectation.

Item 2.1
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66.

The DC policy provides that such remission must be granted by resolution of Council or
under delegated authority to a Committee or Subcommittee (2.6.6).

67.

This is supported by officers on the basis of the remission forming part of the total
financial structure of the KCTs and the cap on infrastructure costs in favour of the
Council.

Land transactions
68.

Following the decision, in principle, to sell and lease the Council-owned land in
September 2017, there has been subsequent negotiation and refinement of the exact
land areas covered by the Council resolutions. Accordingly, it is appropriate for the
Council to now explicitly reconfirm certain decisions relating to the land, including
relating to subdivision and transfer of parts of the land.

69.

The Scheme Plan included as Attachment 4 shows the proposed development areas
which the developer has refined since the Council decision in 2017.

70.

Attachment 2 – Schedule of land decisions outlines those discrete resolutions to be
made by the Council relating to the land.

Next steps if Council does not approve KCTs
71.

If the decision is made not to approve the KCTs, officers will need to report back to the
Council with recommendations on:

•

Any resolutions (including those from September 2017) that need to be altered,
and/or revoked.

•

The timeframe, scope and funding of any further work in respect of Shelly Bay
Road.

•

Proposals to deal with the repair, maintenance and/or future use of the existing
structures and consideration of any Long-term Plan funding required.

Shelly Bay Road
72.

The existing resource consent issued for the development at Shelly Bay requires that
Shelly Bay Road between Miramar Avenue Intersection and Shelly Bay Road is
resealed, and a 1-1.5m shared cycle/footpath is created on the seaward side of the
carriageway. These roadworks are incorporated in the joint infrastructure funding and
the Council will meet 50% of the consented roadworks up to a $10m cap on the
Council’s contribution.

73.

In September 2017 the Council requested (resolution ‘x’) officers further investigate,
including key stakeholder engagement, the upgrade of Shelly Bay Road between
Miramar Avenue and Shelly Bay, comprising options that more closely aligns to Waka
Kotahi guidance as a minimum and the Great Harbour Way Plan as an aspiration,
which aims to deliver a safer and more inviting environment for walkers, cyclist and
other users. Any further works contemplated under resolution ‘x’ would be at Council
cost.

74.

Following the Council resolutions in 2017 Council officers started investigating future
road upgrades, this work was suspended due to judicial review applications. In October
2019 independent commissioners granted a resource consent for the development and
subsequently Council officers have restarted the investigations in accordance with
Council resolutions.
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75.

The Council consulted Tonkin+Taylor to commence investigations on the potential for
upgrading the road. This work also included considering potential opportunities for the
road to form part of a continuous, harbour-way route between the city and Miramar
Peninsula. This approach also aligns with the wider Innovating Streets programme.

76.

Following the Council’s decision in 2017, officers developed a high-level stakeholder
and public engagement approach which would enable feedback on the proposed
options for Shelly Bay Road.

77.

The implementation of engagement on Shelly Bay Road has been deferred until the
Council’s decision on the KCTs is determined. This is to ensure any engagement with
key stakeholders is done in good faith, does not indicate any predetermination of the
outcome of the Council’s decision, and is done with as much clarity as possible over
the future of the proposed development.

78.

Additionally, there is a judicial review application relating to the transport effects and
roading infrastructure at Shelly Bay. At this time the judicial review has not been heard
by the Court and the proceeding is ongoing.

79.

On 30 September 2020 the Peninsula Parents presented a petition to the Council. The
petition details were as follows:

80.

“The petition registers our opposition to the sale or lease of any Wellington City Council
land at Shelly Bay.
It was organized by Peninsula Parents for a Safer Community, a diverse group of
voters who live all over Te Motu Kairangi.
One of our primary concerns is traffic congestion and the lack of planning and safety
considerations being given to the impact on our roads this proposed development will
have – including the very real danger of serious accidents leading to loss of life.
Despite derogatory claims that we’re merely “fans”, Peter Jackson had precisely
nothing to do with this petition.
The vast majority of signatures are from Wellingtonians and their extended whanau
who raise their voice out of genuine concern for our city’s future.
Please listen to us”

81.

The Council received the information and noted that the issues raised would be taken
into account in this paper and then through the engagement on Shelly Bay Road.

Next steps for engagement on Shelly Bay road
82.

As per the resolution of 2017, Council officers have prepared an engagement approach
on any potential for any future upgrade to Shelly Bay Road between Miramar Avenue
and Shelly Bay.

83.

The engagement will involve a collaborative approach with key stakeholders, leading
with mana whenua, working in partnership to design a process for ensuring all views
and aspirations of the different parties are heard and considered.

84.

The Council was recently successful in achieving funding through Waka Kotahi’s
Innovating Streets programme. This includes a proposal for Massey Road which can
be leveraged in relation to stakeholders and process. It makes sense to align this work
with the engagement on Shelly Bay Road.

Item 2.1
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85.

If the KCTs are approved, officers will proceed to engagement on the future of Shelly
Bay Road. The proposed high-level approach and timeframes are outlined in the table
below.

86.

The KCTs require the Council to carry out engagement on the road within 12 months of
a development agreement being executed and a further 12 months to make significant
progress towards delivering any road upgrades.

Proposed engagement actions if KCTs are approved
Begin a roading engagement process
• Using the Tonkin+Taylor assessment as a scoping guide,
conversations with key stakeholders to understand
stakeholder views and the preferred approach for engaging
stakeholder groups, officers will work with portfolio holders
and ward councillors to finalise the list of key stakeholders.
Shortlist of options
• Build on the Massey Road stakeholder and activation work
already underway with Isthmus, stakeholders and Council
Officers to feed into the Shelly Bay conversation. (Same
stakeholders, learnings from experience and public
feedback on how well it works).
• Shortlist of options for consultation developed alongside
engagement with key stakeholders
Develop public consultation approach
Public consultation
Eight-week process aligned with Innovating Streets approach
which will include at a minimum:
• a series of face-to-face and/or online community
information events
• a web page where people can find information, ask
questions and make a submission
• advertising via radio, digital, social media channels
(including neighbourly); polls on options on social media,
and mail drop in the area.
Share consultation feedback & decision
• Present & discuss findings with key stakeholders
• Officers report to Council or Committee with findings of
consultation and options for consideration
• Decision made by Council / Committee share roading
decisions and timeframes with key stakeholders and
approach for telling the communities
Final roading plans and timeframes published
• Hold community event to share the findings and roading
plans and timeframes
• Supported by media release and web content
87.

Proposed timing
Conversations in
November, with the
engagement process
underway in March –
April 2021
May – June 2021

June 2021
June – August 2021

August - September
2021

October 2021

If the KCTs are not approved, officers will determine next steps and report back to the
Council.
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Options
88.

Option A: Approve the KCTs outlined in this report. This is the recommended option.

89.

Option B: do not approve the KCTs, officers will need to report back to Council with
recommendations on:

•

Any resolutions (including those from September 2017) that need to be altered,
and/or revoked.

•

The timeframe, scope and funding of any further work in respect of Shelly Bay
Road.

•

Proposals to deal with the repair, maintenance and/or future use of the existing
structures and consideration of any long-term plan funding required.

90.

Council officers consider that the options proposed above are the reasonably
practicable options available for consideration. It is possible that the KCTs could be
further negotiated however any proposed changes to the KCTs would require the
agreement of the development parties and potentially jeopardise the terms which are
currently most beneficial for the Council including the $10 million cap on infrastructure
costs. Officers believe that the KCTs noted within the paper represent the best
outcome for the Council following negotiation between the parties. On this basis
Officers are of the view that renegotiation of the KCTs is not a reasonably practicable
option.

91.

These are the options officers consider are available within the scope of the decision
required to be made by the Council. Officers acknowledge that other options have been
proposed in relation to the Shelly Bay development in general. However, those
alternative options fall outside of the scope of this decision.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Engagement and Consultation

In 2017, a public consultation process was undertaken in relation to the proposed sale and
lease of Council land at Shelly Bay. This is covered in the background section of this report.
If the KCTs are approved, officers will commence engagement on the future of Shelly Bay
Road. This is discussed in the discussion section of this report.
Treaty of Waitangi considerations

Taranaki Whānui ki Te Upoko o Te Ika (Taranaki Whānui) and the Crown completed their
Treaty settlement process in 2009 with the Port Nicholson Block Settlement Trust (PNBST)
mandated by iwi as the primary entity responsible for representing Taranaki Whānui in its
relationships with local authorities. Subsequently the parties have entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding. Under the MOU the parties recognize the importance of
working together to ensure a wider strategic vision for the Miramar peninsula is achieved for
all citizens. The MOU also requires Council to work with Taranaki Whānui to protect and / or
grow their interest and investment where Council has a means to do so.
Financial implications

The report covers the relevant financial implications relating to the scope of the decision.
Policy and legislative implications

The report covers the relevant policy and legislative implications relating to the scope of the
decision.
Risks / legal

Council officers have completed analysis of the key risks associated with Council’s
involvement in any transaction or development and have sought to address or
mitigated these through negotiation of the KCTs.
Current challenges are noted in paragraphs 52 – 58.
Both internal and external lawyers have been involved in the development and negotiation of
the KCTs.
Climate Change impact and considerations

Climate change impacts have been considered as part of the resource consent process. The
parties have also included additional measures to mitigate and provide for adaptation
through the KCT negotiations.
Communications Plan

The proposed engagement approach is outlined in the report and information relating to the
decisions made in this report is shared on the Council’s website.
Health and Safety Impact considered

Any works carried out following the decision will be carried out in accordance with relevant
codes and best practice.
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